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The harbor area & the coastline
The southern medieval tower collapsing
Cavity in the foundation of the northern tower
The medieval Harbor & the modern jetty
The archaeological *tell* & its eroded western section on Chamiyeh Bay.

Erosion caused by strong waves.

20m elevation.
The harbor area & the modern jetty
Eroded sea level foundations of the northern tower
Restoration at sea level
Cement pouring: filling the cavity in the foundation of the northern tower
Restored northern medieval tower
The archaeological *tell* & its eroded western section on Chamiyeh Bay

Waves hitting the base of the section

20m elevation
Destruction of the modern jetty: winter storm
The modern jetty facing south-west currents

SW sea currents
Water conducts ...
... as sea-current regulators
Wave breaker example:
Diversion pole in Chamiyeh Bay: